Abstract: Speech perception is highly robust to variation, but familiarity with a particular source of variation can nevertheless lead to significant processing benefits. In the domain of cross-dialect speech perception, familiar local and standard varieties have been shown to facilitate lexical and semantic processing relative to unfamiliar dialects. However, more recent research suggests that individuals with exposure to both a local non-standard variety and a regional or national standard variety exhibit a mix of lexical processing costs and benefits, suggesting that familiarity with multiple different linguistic systems can result in both independent processing benefits for each variety as well as competition among variable multi-dialect representations. In an exemplar model of language processing, this complex pattern of results suggests several loci for sound change within an individual language user. Although the processing benefits associated with the local variety may contribute to long-term maintenance of variation through divergence from a regional or national standard, the processing benefits associated with the standard may contribute to dialect leveling and convergence towards the standard. Competition between these forces for maintenance and leveling will be observed most strongly in individuals with extensive exposure to both a non-standard local variety and a regional or national standard.
Introduction
Synchronic variation is a hallmark characteristic of human speech, and arises from both intra-talker sources, such as speaking style and emotional state, and inter-talker sources, such as age, gender, and regional background. Ladefoged and Broadbent (1957) characterized this variation as arising both from physiological differences that convey personal information about who the talker is and from learned speech patterns that convey personal information, as well as sociolinguistic information about the groups to which the talker belongs. Klatt (1989) similarly identified within-and between-talker sources of variability, such as the personal and sociolinguistic information identified by Ladefoged and Broadbent (1957) , but also noted additional sources of variability, including recording (or listening) conditions and segmental variation due to linguistic factors such as coarticulation, articulatory undershoot, and phrasing.
Although speech perception and processing are generally robust to these sources of variability in good listening conditions (Pisoni 1997) , listeners in more difficult listening conditions exhibit significant processing benefits for familiar voices and varieties relative to less familiar voices and varieties (see Pisoni [1993] for a review). The effects of talker familiarity on speech processing were tested explicitly in a series of studies by Nygaard and Pisoni (1998; Nygaard et al. 1994) , in which they trained participants to identify a set of talkers by name. Following training, the participants exhibited better speech intelligibility in noise for those talkers whom they had learned to identify than for talkers whom they had not heard before. Similarly, Bradlow and Bent (2008) found that training participants to identify Chinese-accented speech led to improved intelligibility for unfamiliar Chinese-accented talkers, suggesting a talker-independent processing benefit for familiar accents.
The effects of talker familiarity have also been observed more indirectly in studies exploring the effects of talker variability on speech processing. For example, improvements in recognition memory have been observed for words repeated by the same talker relative to words repeated by a different talker (Craik and Kirsner 1974; Palmeri et al. 1993; Goldinger 1996) . In addition, speech processing is slower and less accurate when the talker changes from trial to trial within an experiment than when the talker remains constant (Mullennix et al. 1989; Sommers et al. 1997) . These findings suggest that even brief exposure to previously unfamiliar talkers within an experimental setting can provide listeners with sufficient familiarity with those talkers to facilitate processing. Rapid adaptation to variability has also been shown for foreign accents in as little as 2-4 utterances (Clarke and Garrett 2004) .
These familiarity effects are consistent with models of speech processing, such as exemplar models, in which ease of processing reflects frequency of exposure to a particular word, talker, or accent (Johnson 1997; Pisoni 1997) . In these models, more familiar exemplars are more strongly represented in the exemplar space than less frequently encountered exemplars and are therefore easier to process. In addition, recently encountered exemplars are more strongly represented in the exemplar space than exemplars with a longer time lag, which can account for the rapid adaptation to variation that is observed in the laboratory. The detailed information encoded in an exemplar model allows a single exemplar to simultaneously contribute to the representation of a number of different linguistic and indexical categories. For example, my hearing a single utterance of the word gas produced by my neighbor will contribute to my representations of the phonemes /g, ae, s/, the word gas, and the categories for my neighbor's voice, adult female talkers, and native Ohioans, among others. These representations will facilitate my processing of future utterances of the phonemes /g, ae, s/ and the word gas, as well as future utterances produced by my neighbor and other adult female Ohioans. However, this simultaneous abstraction over multiple linguistic and indexical dimensions can lead to processing costs when utterances are highly variable in a task-irrelevant dimension (Mullennix et al. 1989; Mullennix and Pisoni 1990; Sommers et al. 1997 ). Thus, a recent exemplar of my neighbor saying the word gas may inhibit my processing of the word guess produced by a Southern male talker. Exemplar models in which multiple levels of linguistic and indexical information are simultaneously stored and represented can account for this complex pattern of observed facilitation and interference effects of indexical variation on linguistic processing. Pierrehumbert (2002) extended this exemplar processing approach to include a model of speech production, in which production targets are randomly selected from the appropriate exemplar distribution. The distributions themselves are weighted according to the principles of frequency and recency that drive the perceptual models, so that production can shift over time within an individual as a result of both long-term experience and short-term novel exposure. This type of model, in which perception and production are intrinsically linked and both rely on accumulated exemplars, leads to several predictions about the effects of exposure to variation on speech processing and the potential for sound change. In particular, individuals with exposure to relatively little sociolinguistic variation should have relatively less variable distributions of phonological and/ or lexical exemplars, whereas individuals with exposure to more sociolinguistic variation should have more variable distributions. These variable distributions are more likely to exhibit overlap, at the phonemic and/or lexical level, and language users' response to this overlap has the potential to result in the entrenchment of local forms and resistance to change under some conditions, but in the adoption of novel forms and dialect leveling under other conditions. As discussed in Section 2, behavioral evidence from speech perception tasks for these potential loci of change within the individual include processing benefits for the local variety, processing benefits for the standard variety, and both costs and benefits associated with exposure to multiple varieties. Whereas the processing benefits for the local variety may contribute to the entrenchment of local forms and maintenance of sociolinguistic variation, the processing benefits for the standard variety may contribute to change towards the standard and dialect leveling. The mixed costs and benefits observed in individuals with exposure to multiple varieties suggest that the variable, experience-driven representations that are central to exemplar theory have competing potentials for maintenance vs. leveling of sociolinguistic variation.
Potential loci of change within the individual

Processing benefits for the local variety
Listeners exhibit processing benefits for their native regional dialect in a range of tasks, including speech intelligibility, lexical decision, and higher-level semantic processing. Mason (1946) provided the first evidence for a local dialect benefit in his intelligibility research for the U.S. Army. He found that Northerners and Southerners exhibited poorer intelligibility across regions than within regions in a standardized intelligibility test in noise. More recently, local dialect intelligibility benefits have been observed in phrase-final word recognition tests for listeners from Birmingham, Philadelphia, and Chicago (Labov and Ash 1997) and for listeners from different parts of Ohio (Flanigan and Norris 2000) . In both studies, local listeners (from Birmingham and southern Ohio, respectively) more accurately identified the phrase-final target words than non-local listeners. Similar results have been obtained in isolated word recognition studies. For example, Preston (2005) reported higher overall accuracy for words containing Northern Cities shifted vowels for listeners from southern Michigan, where the shift is fairly advanced, than for listeners from rural, mid-Michigan, where the shift is less advanced. Jacewicz and Fox (2012) also reported overall local dialect benefits in a fully-crossed word recognition task comparing North Carolina and Wisconsin varieties.
With the exception of Mason's (1946) study, however, all of these intelligibility tests presented the materials in good listening conditions, which may not provide an ecologically sufficient test of cross-dialect intelligibility. , however, conducted a word recognition task in noise with talkers and listeners from the General American and Northern dialects of American English. The General American dialect corresponds to Labov's (1998) "Third Dialect" and includes the rhotic New England, Midland (southern midwestern), and Western varieties. The Northern dialect is spoken in the Great Lakes region in the northern midwestern United States, from upstate New York to Minnesota. experiment was designed to explore implicit recognition memory and therefore included two experimental blocks: a familiarization block consisting of 33 stimulus words in each dialect and a test block consisting of 66 stimulus words (33 repeated and 33 new) in each dialect. In the familiarization block, an overall effect of talker dialect was observed, in which the Northern talkers were more intelligible than the General American talkers, consistent with our previous work on word recognition in noise with these materials . As shown in Table 1 , however, we found a significant local dialect benefit in the test block of the experiment, and an analysis of variance confirmed a statistically significant talker dialect × listener dialect interaction [F(2, 47) Local dialect effects have also been observed in lexical decision tasks in French (Floccia et al. 2006) , Dutch (Impe et al. 2008) , and American English (Sumner and Samuel 2009 ). In the French and Dutch studies, the local dialect benefit emerged in the participants' relative response times: lexical decision judgments were faster for targets produced in the local dialect than for targets produced in a non-local dialect. In the American English study, the local dialect benefit emerged in the observed patterns of priming: local listeners exhibited greater form and semantic priming for the local variant than non-local listeners. In addition, Adank and her colleagues have shown that the local dialect benefit extends beyond semantic priming to other higher-level semantic processes, including animacy decisions (Adank and McQueen 2007) and sentence verification (Adank et al. 2009 ). Like the lexical decision judgments in French and Dutch, these kinds of semantic judgments are faster for utterances produced in the local dialect than a non-local dialect.
Taken together, these findings reveal that speech produced in the local, native variety is more intelligible and processed more quickly than speech produced in a less familiar regional dialect. This effect of dialect familiarity suggests a relatively strong cognitive representation of the native regional dialect. In an exemplar model, these strong representations could be characterized by tight, implicit recognition memory study.
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non-overlapping phonological or lexical distributions, in which the local forms are highly entrenched. To illustrate this pattern of exemplar distributions and facilitate comparison to the patterns of distributions discussed in the following sections, a series of random samples were generated and plotted in Figure 1 . The density plots in Figure 1 provide a model of exposure to two vowel categories (/ɪ, ɛ/) for hypothetical language users with exposure to only a single dialect, either the General American dialect (left) or the Northern dialect (right) of American English. The density plots were created by obtaining 10,000 random samples from each of four normal distributions defined by the observed means and standard deviations of the first formant frequencies extracted from 10 words containing the vowel /ɪ/ and 10 words containing the vowel /ɛ/ from each of 10 female General American talkers and 10 female Northern talkers, respectively. Although each of these random samples was based on the distribution of real linguistic data to allow for a concrete interpretation of the patterns, the distributions that are modeled by these samples are an extreme simplification of human experience. The acoustic information is modeled in only a single dimension (F1) and the linguistic and indexical variation captured by the model variances is limited to 10 words produced in citation form by each of 10 female talkers. The exposure to a particular vowel category that an adult language user has accumulated is much greater in magnitude and complexity than these hypothetical samples, but estimation of true distribution parameters is intractable. Thus, these models should be interpreted as simplified illustrations of the patterns of distributions that would lead to the observed processing results. The hypothetical distributions for /ɪ/ (dashed line) and /ɛ/ (solid line) for the General American dialect are shown in the left panel of Figure 1 , and the hypothetical distributions for the Northern dialect are shown in the right panel. Although the category means are higher for both vowels for the Northern dialect than the General American dialect, consistent with /ɪ, ɛ/ lowering in the Northern dialect (Labov 1998) , the vowel category distributions show very little overlap within each dialect. Thus, for these two hypothetical language users, identifying a particular target utterance in their native dialect as either /ɪ/ or /ɛ/ should be relatively easy, even if the only information available is F1 frequency, because the low-variance, non-overlapping distributions suggest robust phonological categories. Robust categories are highly stable and unlikely to exhibit drift or change over time, unless the individual moves to an environment in which he or she encounters a large number of exemplars from a different social or regional distribution (see Sections 2.3 and 2.4). This entrenchment of local forms and resistance to change should contribute to the maintenance of sociolinguistic variation over time within and across individuals.
Processing benefits for the standard variety
Processing benefits are also observed for the 'standard' variety of a language, often represented in national media, regardless of a listener's native variety. Similar to the local dialect benefit described in Section 2.1, the standard variety benefit is reflected in greater intelligibility and faster processing for the standard than for non-standard regional varieties. For example, standard General American English is more intelligible in noise than non-standard Southern or Mid-Atlantic American English for listeners from many different regions of the United States, including the Mid-Atlantic (Clopper and Bradlow 2008; Clopper 2012) . Similarly, lexical decision responses are faster for words produced in the standard dialect of European French than a non-standard, non-local dialect (Floccia et al. 2006) , and form and semantic priming are observed in lexical decision tasks for General American English, regardless of the native variety of the listener (Sumner and Samuel 2009) . Faster lexical processing for General American English has also been observed in the speeded lexical classification task described by Clopper and Pate (2008) . As shown in Table 2 Standard varieties also exhibit long-term form priming effects in lexical decision and word recognition tasks. Sumner and Samuel (2009) observed significant long-term form priming in their lexical decision task for General American primetarget pairs for both General American and Mid-Atlantic listeners. similarly observed long-distance form priming for General American prime-target pairs in our implicit recognition memory task, but, as shown in Figure 2 , we also observed significant form priming for all prime-target pairs in- However, no significant repetition benefits were observed for the Northern primes. Thus, regardless of the dialect of the target test word, a repetition or priming effect was observed only when the word was produced in the familiarization block by a General American talker. This effect was observed for both General American (N = 21) and Northern (N = 16) listeners. Taken together, these results suggest that exposure to a standard variety, through education and/or the media, can lead to significant processing benefits for the standard variety, regardless of the listener's native dialect. The standard variety benefit can be accompanied by a local dialect benefit, so that lexical processing is fast and accurate for both the local and the standard varieties (e.g., Floccia et al. 2006; Sumner and Samuel 2009 ), but it may also occur at the expense of the local dialect, such that no local dialect benefit is observed (e.g., Clopper and Bradlow 2008; . This competition between the local and standard varieties may reflect recency effects, particularly in my work, which is conducted in a General American dialect region, or more general expectations about the kinds of speech one is likely to encounter in a university laboratory setting. In addition, although recent research by Stuart-Smith (2011; Stuart-Smith et al. 2013) suggests that media exposure can substantially impact language use, the effects of education and the media on exposure to the standard language variety are confounded for the studies discussed in this section because they were all conducted in a university setting with university student participants.
The standard variety benefit is consistent with a model in which frequent exposure to a particular variety, even passively through the media, can facilitate speech processing. In this account, for individuals whose native variety is not the standard, robust representations of the standard variety are stored along with the representations of the local variety. This pattern of distributions is illustrated in Figure 3 . The left panel of Figure 3 Figure 3 shows the vowel distributions of a hypothetical language user with exposure to both the local Northern variety and the standard General American variety. These density plots were created by combining the 10,000 samples of the native Northern distributions with 5,000 random samples from the General American distributions. Fewer samples were selected from the General American dialect than the Northern dialect to model the hypothetical relative exposure to the standard and the local native varieties.
These combined distributions of the local and standard varieties in the right panel of Figure 3 are more complex than the distributions of the single varieties in the left panel of Figure 3 . Note that the spread of both vowel distributions has increased from the Northern-only distributions in the left panel of Figure 3 to the combined Northern and General American distributions in the right panel of Figure 3 . In addition, both vowel categories are beginning to show a small 'shoulder' on the left side of their distributions in the right panel, reflecting the leftward skewing influence of the standard General American distribution on the native Northern distribution. This kind of variable distribution may contribute to dialect leveling and the reduction of sociolinguistic variation over time as more exemplars from the standard variety are encountered and the means of the distributions shift towards the standard. 
Processing benefits associated with exposure to multiple varieties
The preceding discussion of processing benefits associated with local and standard varieties suggests that listeners who have substantial exposure to multiple different dialects as a result of self-reported geographic mobility and/or exposure to a non-local standard through education or the media will exhibit a processing benefit for all of the varieties with which they are familiar. As noted above, this kind of predicted simultaneous benefit for the local and the standard varieties has been observed in lexical decision tasks, both with respect to overall response time (Floccia et al. 2006 ) and with respect to priming patterns (Sumner and Samuel 2009 ). In addition, Sumner and Samuel's (2009) results reveal that familiarity with both the General American and Mid-Atlantic varieties facilitates cross-dialect priming. Although cross-dialect priming is weaker overall than within-dialect priming, local listeners, who have substantial exposure to both the local and the standard varieties, exhibit cross-dialect form and semantic priming in both directions: General American forms prime Mid-Atlantic forms and vice versa. However, non-local listeners, who have much less experience with the Mid-Atlantic variety, exhibit much more selective cross-dialect priming.
Processing benefits are also observed in cross-dialect intelligibility tasks for individuals who have extensive experience with multiple dialects, particularly when two sounds are phonetically merged or nearly merged in one of the two varieties. For example, as shown in Table 3 , found that Northern listeners (N = 9) were less likely to confuse /ɔ/ with /ɑ/ than General American listeners (N = 21) for both Northern and General American targets. This finding is consistent with the observation that the /ɔ, ɑ/ merger is incomplete throughout much of the General American dialect region (Labov et al. 2005) : although many General American listeners perceive /ɔ, ɑ/ to be homophones, their productions may remain acoustically distinct. Thus, as a result of their experience with both the merging standard variety and their own unmerged native Dufour et al.'s (2007) finding that mere exposure to a contrast in the standard variety that is not present in the local variety can lead to discrimination between two phonemes in a lexical decision task. In their study, listeners from southern France, for whom the contrast between /o, ɔ/ is merged, exhibited the same lack of semantic priming for /o, ɔ/ minimal pairs as listeners from Geneva, who maintain the contrast. Dufour et al. (2007) interpreted this result as revealing the maintenance of the contrast in perception for the southern French listeners, despite the lack of a contrast in production. This difference between the French and American data may reflect explicit social stereotypes about the relevant mergers. Dufour et al. (2007) noted that southern French listeners have explicit knowledge about the /o, ɔ/ contrast in standard French, whereas the merger of /ɔ, ɑ/ in American English is occurring in non-stereotyped varieties and is not subject to overt commentary.
Finally, Warren and his colleagues (Rae and Warren 2002; Warren and Hay 2006) have shown that experience with a merger-in-progress can also shape semantic priming patterns. In New Zealand, the vowels /i/ and /e/ are merging as [i] before /r/ (which is realized as [ə] in this non-rhotic variety). Semantic priming patterns reflect the asymmetry of this merger: although [ʧiə] primes both shout and sit, because it is a plausible phonetic realization of both cheer and chair, [ʧeə] primes only sit. Crucially, listeners' exposure to multiple stages of the change-inprogress and a cognitive representation of the variability associated with the ongoing merger are essential for accounting for these results.
Taken together, these findings are consistent with a model in which exposure to multiple different varieties leads to more variable representations. These variable representations are defined by distributions with greater variance or bandwidth than the distributions of less variable input, which provides a larger space of potential mappings between the signal and linguistic categories. The crossdialect processing benefits observed for participants with exposure to multiple varieties reflect this greater flexibility in perceptual mapping, because this flexibility provides access to both local and standard forms in speech processing tasks. That is, a given stimulus can be mapped onto more than one linguistic representation, which increases the likelihood that the stimulus will be accurately identified. However, this one-to-many mapping can also lead to processing costs due to competition between possible linguistic categories. These costs will be discussed in Section 2.4.
The variable representations associated with a hypothetical merger-inprogress of /ɛ/ with /ɪ/ in American English are illustrated in Figure 4 . The Northern samples of /ɪ, ɛ/ were combined to obtain a bimodal distribution for /ɛ/ (solid line). This bimodal distribution reflects the merger of /ɛ/ with /ɪ/ over time across the speech community. The higher F1 values for /ɛ/ correspond to older speakers who maintain the /ɪ, ɛ/ distinction, whereas the lower F1 values correspond to younger speakers who exhibit the merger. The General American samples of /ɪ/ (dashed line) represent the stable distribution of /ɪ/ across the speech community. The resulting pattern is two partially overlapping distributions in which vowels with an F1 value of 600 Hz can correspond to either vowel category, but vowels with an F1 of 800 Hz most likely correspond to /ɛ/. This kind of representation predicts the results obtained by Warren and his colleagues for the New Zealand /i, e/ merger before /r/: an utterance with an unambiguous [e] is only consistent with the /e/ distribution, whereas an utterance with an [i] is consistent with either interpretation because the distributions exhibit substantial overlap in that part of the phonetic space.
Processing costs associated with exposure to multiple varieties
Overlapping distributions and one-to-many mappings can also result in processing costs. Whereas standard and stereotyped local variants can facilitate processing for listeners who are familiar with both the standard and the local forms, local variants that are not stereotyped may inhibit processing for listeners who have experience with both forms. For example, although Dufour et al. (2007) found similar patterns of priming for /o, ɔ/ minimal pairs for the southern French and Geneva listeners, they did not observe similar priming patterns for /e, ɛ/ minimal pairs. In the latter case, the southern French listeners reliably perceived /e, ɛ/ as homophones, despite their contrastive status in the standard variety. Similarly, Clopper (2011) observed inhibition for competing /ɛ, ae/ minimal pair primes for Northern American English listeners in a cross-dialect lexical decision task. When Northern listeners (N = 24) were presented with an auditory prime such as bad, they were slower to identify its minimal pair bed as a real word than to identify an unrelated word, such as knit, as a real word. As shown in the left panel of Figure 5 , this inhibition was observed for both General American and Northern talker dialects, but only for Northern listeners (t(23) = 3.27, p = .003). The General American listeners (N = 42) did not exhibit significant inhibition. This effect was partially replicated by Clopper and Walker (2013) , as shown in the right panel of Figure 5 . We found inhibition due to minimal pair competition for all listener groups, but marginally more inhibition for Mobile listeners (N = 50), who have lived in multiple different dialect regions and therefore have extensive exposure to multiple dialects, than for General American listeners (N = 56), who have lived exclusively in the General American region and therefore have more limited experience with variation (F(1, 104) = 3.82, p = .053).
Finally, larger cross-dialect interference effects are observed in speeded lexical classification for Northern listeners, who are highly familiar with both the standard and their own non-standard regional variety, than for General American listeners, who are less familiar with the non-standard variety. In the task described by Clopper and Pate (2008) , the target words bad and bed were presented to listeners for identification in single-dialect (General American or Northern) blocks of 16 trials each and in a mixed-dialect (General American and Northern) block of 32 trials. Although both General American (N = 16) and Northern (N = 9) listeners exhibited slower responses in the mixed-dialect block than the singledialect blocks (F(1, 23) = 50.62, p < .001), this dialect interference effect was significantly larger for the Northern listeners than the General American listeners (F(1, 23) = 4.34, p = .049), as shown in Table 4 .
Taken together, these results suggest that exposure to multiple dialects can result in processing costs when phonetic variability across the familiar dialects leads to greater competition among lexical representations. As discussed in Figure 3 and in Figure 4 , and those variable representations provide a larger space of potential mappings between the signal and linguistic categories. The interference effects observed in these speeded lexical processing tasks for listeners with frequent exposure to multiple varieties suggest competition in these perceptual mappings. Thus, although in the experiments discussed in Section 2.3, the one-to-many mapping led to greater flexibility in speech processing, in the experiments discussed here, the one-tomany mapping led to increased lexical competition and slower processing. The experiments described in these two sections used a number of different tasks to explore a range of linguistic phenomena that exhibit varying degrees of stereotyping. Given the documented effects of social and linguistic stereotypes on speech processing (Rubin and Smith 1990; Niedzielski 1999; Strand 1999; Hay and Drager 2010) , further research is essential to disentangle the effects of these factors on facilitation vs. interference of multi-dialect exposure in speech processing. In an exemplar model, the competing linguistic representations would be realized with greater variance and potentially bimodal distributions of exemplars. These kinds of distributions are inherently less stable than the kind of wellseparated unimodal distributions illustrated in Figure 1 and may therefore be more susceptible to drifting and changing over time. Drift towards the local variety will result in maintenance of sociolinguistic variation, whereas drift towards the standard will result in dialect leveling. Thus, individuals with exposure to multiple dialects have the potential to drive both sociolinguistic change and maintenance, depending on the direction of the drift in their representations over time.
Towards a model of change within the individual
Taken together, these effects of familiarity on cross-dialect speech processing suggest that long-term exposure to synchronic variation affects the representation and processing of linguistic information. The processing benefits associated with familiar varieties suggest that language users have strong cognitive representations for these varieties. However, the interference effects observed for listeners with frequent exposure to multiple dialects suggest that the maintenance of multiple competing linguistic systems can negatively impact speech processing. The competition between strong representations of a native regional variety and the standard variety may provide a locus of sound change for these indi-viduals because, although the representations of local forms are stable and entrenched, substantial experience with a second variety may lead to change as the mean of the phonological or lexical distribution drifts as a function of accumulating experience with the second variety.
Crucially, an exemplar-based perspective allows us to account for both maintenance of sociolinguistic variation through the entrenchment of local forms and for dialect leveling through change towards the standard. In particular, maintenance can be achieved when the exemplars associated with the local variety are more frequent and/or more heavily weighted in processing than the standard variety. In addition to maintenance, local variants may change away from the standard if the combined distributions become too large and overlapping. As in second language acquisition, the variant in one system may be "deflected" away from the variant in the other system to preserve the phonetic distinction between the two variants (and varieties) within the phonological system (Flege 1995) . Although in second language acquisition this process is predicted to result in nonnative production of the second language category, divergence from the standard is a well-established phenomenon in sociolinguistic variation, and a local language community can have a much larger impact on its own variety than on the standard variety that is shared by a much larger speech community. Thus, competition between local and standard forms could lead to divergence of the local variety away from the standard variety. The alternative to maintenance or divergence is dialect leveling, in which increased experience with and relatively heavier weighting of the standard variants may lead to a change towards the standard. Thus, maintenance, divergence, and dialect leveling are all potential outcomes of within-talker cross-dialect exposure.
The primary factors determining which outcome emerges remain to be determined empirically, but research in the psycholinguistic and sociolinguistic traditions suggests that frequency of exposure and social status and solidarity among interlocutors will play important roles in the structure and weighting of these variable representations. For example, in the psycholinguistic literature on accommodation, Goldinger (1998) showed that low-frequency words with a relatively high frequency of experimental exposure exhibit the greatest degree of imitation or accommodation in a word repetition task, suggesting that the combination of long-term experience (lexical frequency) and short-term exposure (experimental repetitions) significantly affects production targets, consistent with Pierrehumbert's (2002) proposed exemplar model integrating speech perception and production. Research in social psychology and sociolinguistics, however, has shown that social factors, including the negotiation of power and solidarity in an interaction, can also affect the degree to which interlocutors converge or diverge with one another (e.g., Giles et al. 1987; Coupland and Giles 1988) . Social factors have also recently been shown to affect imitation in the laboratory (Pardo 2006; Babel 2012 ). These results suggest that talkers have some ability to (explicitly or implicitly) select production targets that will help them achieve their communicative goals.
In an exemplar model, these social factors would need to affect the relative weights assigned to stored exemplars, so that production targets are randomly selected from the subset of exemplars that reflect the social variants that the talker wishes to produce. Thus, convergence would emerge when stronger weights are assigned to the recent exemplars of the interlocutor, whereas divergence would emerge when stronger weights are assigned to some other cohort of exemplars, such as those associated with a particular social category. This kind of reweighting of exemplars is consistent with observations about adaptation and generalization in perception. Rapid adaptation to variation has been demonstrated not only for the perception of foreign accents (e.g., Clarke and Garrett 2004) , but also in research exploring variation that is plausibly sociolinguistic. For example, Dahan et al. (2008) and Maye et al. (2008) both observed perceptual adaptation to vowel shifts after very brief exposure in the laboratory. Kraljic et al. (2008) observed similar rapid adaptation to contextually-driven consonant variability. The results of these studies suggest that listeners require very little experience with a particular talker to retune their perceptual processes to accommodate potential sociolinguistic variation.
However, Kraljic and Samuel (2011) found that this accommodation can be blocked if there is external information about an irrelevant source of the variation. In particular, if the non-standard variant can be attributed to the talker having a pen in his or her mouth, listeners will not adjust their perceptual categories. This evidence that both signal-internal and signal-external information about social variation can affect perceptual adjustment is consistent with the view that language users have some control over the relative weighting of exemplars in the perception-production space. When variation can be attributed to talker-specific or sociolinguistic factors, listeners rely on previous experience with that variation in future encounters with that talker, but when variation is attributable to external, temporary factors, listeners do not rely on those deviant exemplars in future processing. Similarly, to create social solidarity or distance, talkers may be able to rely relatively more or less, respectively, on the recent exemplars of their interlocutor in choosing their own production targets. Over time, these individual adjustments may lead to significant shifts in phonological and/or lexical distributions that correspond to community-level dialect maintenance or leveling. Garrett and Johnson (2012) presented some preliminary simulations of the effects of social identity on language change that are consistent with this model of exemplar weighting. Current theories of community-level variation and change are also consistent with this perspective on the locus of sound change in individuals and their relative weighting of exemplars. For example, women are often described as the leaders of linguistic change, but they are also observed to produce fewer stigmatized variants of stable social variables than men (Labov 2001) . Eckert (1989) attributed this pattern of variation to women's greater use of linguistic variation to signal power and group affiliation than men. Similarly, Milroy and Milroy (1993) argued that individuals with weak social networks are more likely to be linguistic innovators than individuals with strong networks, because individuals with weak social group connections are more susceptible to outside influences than individuals in close-knit groups. Both of these patterns can be explained from the perspective of exemplar weighting. Women assign relatively more weight to new and socially prestigious forms than men, which leads to shifts in their distributions over time towards innovative and standard forms, respectively. Individuals with weak network ties assign relatively less weight to in-group variants, which leads to stronger influences of out-group variants on the shape of their overall distributions over time. This change within an individual as a result of the relative weighting of exemplars crucially requires the language user to encounter sufficient variation, such as between a local variety and a standard variety, to allow the distribution to change over time.
Although a complete understanding of the relationships among perceptual adaptation in the individual, production variability in the individual, and sound change in the community awaits a deeper integration of the work presented here with work in accommodation, second language acquisition, and language variation and change, the experimental results described in Section 2 demonstrate the significant role of experience in shaping linguistic representations, and the effect of those complex representations on cross-dialect speech processing. I have further argued that the observed effects of experience are consistent with an exemplar-based model of linguistic representation, such as that proposed by Pierrehumbert (2002) , and that understanding how synchronic variation is cognitively represented has implications for models of sound change, particularly at the level of the individual.
